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A Reader's Guide to Revelation: Chapters 6-11 

 

Introduction 

 

This section contains two of the three sets of sevens in Revelation: the seven seals and the seven 

trumpets. It can be outlined quite simply like this:  

 

Seals 1-6 (6:1-17) 

Two groups: 144,000 sealed on earth, a great multitude saved in heaven (7:1-17) 

Seal 7; Trumpets 1-6 (8:1-9:21) 

John's commission to prophecy again (10:1-11) 

Two witnesses in Jerusalem (11:1-14) 

Trumpet 7 (11:15-18) 

 

If you start to get really bogged down in the details of these chapters, come back and look at this 

outline again to help re-orient yourself.  

 

Read Revelation 6:1-8 

 

6:1 These seven seals [wax, used to hold something closed and protect the privacy of its 

contents] are found on what? (see 5:1, 7-9) 

 

6:2 What are the characteristics of the first horse and its rider?  

 

Do you think this could be Jesus? If you compare this with 19:11-16, there are parallels 

(like the white horse) and differences (the crown in 6:2 is a stephanos, a prize wreath; the 

diadema in 19:12 is a royal crown). Can you think of reasons why it would be likely or 

unlikely that 6:2 refers to Jesus? 

 

6:3-4 What are the characteristics of the second horse and its rider? 

 

If men are going to kill one another during this time, why is the rider himself given a great 

sword?  

 

6:5-6 What are the characteristics of the third horse and its rider? 

 

The meaning of this seal is not as clear as the second. We have three pieces of evidence: 

 the color of the horse  

 the scales 

 the message of the heavenly voice 

A black horse and scales could probably indicate a lot of different things. The first part of 

the message of the heavenly voice is more helpful: if a denarius (the wage for a day's work) 

can only purchase a quart of wheat (good grain) or three quarts of barley (cheap grain), 

then one day's work can barely earn enough food for survival. This suggests a time of great 

economic trouble or famine.  
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But what do you think the words "do not damage the oil and the wine" could mean?  

 

6:7-8 What are the characteristics of the fourth horse and its rider? 

 

Hades  is the place of the dead (not really the same thing as hell) 

 

What words and phrases in the descriptions of these four seals make it clear that these horses 

and riders are under God's authority doing what God wants?  

 

How would you summarize what happens on earth when the four seals are broken?  

 

When are the four seals broken? Of course that is the major interpretive question here, and 

throughout the book of Revelation.  

 

One thing that seems clear is that the breaking of the four seals takes place before the 

"coming" of Jesus - remember Revelation 1:7. Revelation 19 records the coming of Jesus; 

and so chapters 6-18 apparently describe events before He comes. So Jesus takes the book 

(chapter 5) and begins to break the seals (chapter 6), resulting in some terrible things that 

begin to unfold on the earth, leading up to the coming of Jesus.  

 

But do these seals begin in the first century and lead up to a judgment-coming of Jesus on 

Jerusalem in AD 70? Or do they begin in the future and lead up to the second coming of 

Jesus? Or do these seals picture the church age, or something else? You will want to go 

back and review the comments on 1:3 and 1:7 in the Reader's Guide for Chapters 1-5. 

Here's a quick overview of some possible perspectives: 

¤ Perspective 1: The white horse/rider is a Roman ruler (or rulers) who led the Empire 

during a period of great peace and prosperity in the first couple of centuries AD. Then 

came a time of civil wars and bloodshed, represented by the red horse. Then during the 

3rd century came times of war, famine, and disease, and Roman historians record that 

huge numbers died (the black and ashen horses). In other words, these chapters of 

Revelation depict the fall of the Roman Empire, beginning with these four seals.  

¤ Perspective 2: The white horse/rider represents the successful "conquering" with the 

gospel in the church age; the red horse pictures persecution against the church; the black 

and ashen horses represent the sufferings of the church and the world throughout this age. 

I.e, these chapters of Revelation picture the church age in various ways.  

¤ Perspective 3: The seals are part of the 1st century judgment of God on the Jews. The 

earth = the land of Israel. The white horse pictures Nero, or the victorious Roman march 

toward Jerusalem in the spring of 67 AD. The red horse could picture the shattering of 

the Roman peace through the uprising of the Jews, or the Jews losing their peace by 

turning on one another as the Romans approached. The black horse pictures the famine in 

Jerusalem as the Romans besieged them, and the ashen horse pictures the deaths from the 

Roman attack.  

¤ Perspective 4: The breaking of the seals will occur in the future at the beginning of the 

seven-year tribulation period before the second coming of Jesus. The rider on the white 
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horse is Satan or the antichrist, and the bow/crown/conquering either describes a period 

of peace and prosperity in the world, or the early conquests of the antichrist that establish 

his power. The antichrist then must use war to keep his power (the red horse), and the 

earth descends into a time of great economic trouble (the black horse). Whether through 

the antichrist or some other way, a fourth of the population of the world is killed (the 

ashen horse).   

 

There are so many other portions of Scripture that could relate to  this - prophecies of 

Daniel about the seventieth week and the antichrist, the words of Jesus in Matthew 24 

about the things that will precede His return, Old Testament prophecies of judgment on 

Jerusalem, etc. There are also abundant historical references used by those who prefer to 

see this as describing events in the first century (fall of Jerusalem) or centuries (fall of 

Rome). More recent writers have predicted that we must be near the end because these four 

seals could depict the result of nuclear bombs, modern technology and warfare, etc. Instead 

of following any of these attempts to locate these events in history, in this study guide we 

will take the perspective that these events will happen in the future before the second 

coming of Jesus.  

 

Instead of making detailed guesses about what these things will mean, we simply conclude 

that before Jesus comes He will sovereignly unleash terrible events on the earth, including 

war, famine, and death.  

 

 

Read Revelation 6:9-17 

 

You notice immediately that there is a dramatic difference between the first four seals, which 

share a very similar pattern, and these two seals.  

 

6:9 The events of the first four seals occur on earth; where do the events of the fifth seal occur? 

How do you know?  

 

6:9 Clearly John sees martyrs - when do you think they died?  

 

6:9 underneath the altar: It is difficult to know why they are under the altar. John sees an altar 

several times in his visions, and it seems to represent the altar of incense from the tabernacle 

(see 8:3). Here it could be the burnt altar, however, since the blood of the sacrifices collected 

under that altar (Lev. 4:7).  

 

6:10 What is their prayer request?  

 

Is it possible that the judgment of the fifth seal is actually the prayers of the martyrs (which 

God will surely answer with judgment)?  

 

6:11 a white robe: No explanation is given for these white robes. John sees white garments on 

God's people several times (3:18, 7:14, 19:14, etc.).  
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There are three major themes that we should not miss in this fifth seal:  

1. Vengeance. Note in verse 10 the words "judging and avenging." Both words indicate 

that God is not randomly doing things on the earth, but He is doing what is just and 

avenging wrongs against His people. Revelation shows us God's intense loyalty to 

justice and to His people (see 16:5-7, 18:20, 19:2, etc.).   

2. Sovereignty. In verse 11, how long are the martyrs told to rest? What will "be 

completed"? 

3. Testimony. While there are questions about when these martyrs died, there is no 

question about why they died. Go back to the Reader's Guide to Revelation 1-5, and 

review the final comment on 1:9. How could this vision of these martyrs - and this 

developing theme of testimony for the Lord - be applied to your life?  

 

6:12-17 The sixth seal unleashes natural phenomena that seem almost beyond our imagination. 

But these things are not a surprise to anyone familiar with Old Testament prophecies of the 

coming Day of the Lord, which promised darkness, fire, devastation, the wearing away of the 

hosts of heaven, and the rolling up of the skies. John is using figurative language to try to 

describe what he sees (notice the words "like" and "as"), but we should not assume that 

everything here symbolizes something completely different. Phrases like "there was a great 

earthquake" should be taken literally unless something demands that we take them otherwise.  

 

6:13 stars: Obviously any star in the technical sense would incinerate the earth if it came near; 

but other kinds of heavenly bodies like meteors can fall to the earth.  

 

6:15 Why is there such an extensive list of different categories of people?  

 

How would you summarize the cry of these  people? 

 

6:16-17 How do they know about the throne, the Lamb, and that the wrath they are 

experiencing is coming from God?  

 

When do the events of the 5th and 6th seals take place? When were the martyrs of the fifth seal 

killed? 

¤ Perspective 1: The fifth seal describes martyrs who died during an intense time of 

Roman persecution in the third and fourth centuries AD. The sixth seal describes the fall 

of the Roman Empire, or possibly the fall of paganism to Christianity under Constantine.  

¤ Perspective 2: The fifth seal describes continuing persecution through the church age, 

while the sixth seal describes the coming judgment at the end of the church age.  

¤ Perspective 3: The focus is on the 1st century judgment of the Jews, so the fifth seal 

pictures the martyrs who have been slain by the Jews (Matthew 23:34-36). The sixth seal 

describes God's judgment on those Jews who killed Jesus and many of His followers. The 

natural phenomena in the sixth seal must not be taken literally, but instead symbolize 

Israel's world coming apart as God comes in judgment upon them (for example, the 

falling stars may symbolize the fall of Jewish leaders, and the mountains being moved 

refers to the Roman engineers clearing the way for their armies to come). Those hiding in 
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the caves are the Jews who hid like this during the Roman attack, in fulfillment of Luke 

23:28-31.  

¤ Perspective 4: The fifth seal pictures martyrs who will die during the tribulation: those 

who will turn to Jesus during that terrible time and then be killed for their faith. This 

might mark the midpoint of the tribulation, and the sixth seal might describe the second 

half, or "great tribulation." The sixth seal describes God's judgment intensifying for the 

whole world, even the "kings of the earth." John struggles to describe the dramatic 

natural phenoma that God will send on the earth.  

 

6:16 the presence of Him: Peter recorded that mockers say, "Where is the promise of His 

coming?" That word parousia means "His presence." In other words, they scornfully say "He 

promised to come again - but where is He?" But as we read what happens when the Lamb 

breaks the sixth seal, we find the inhabitants of earth terrified because of the presence (literally, 

the face) of Him who sits on the throne and the Lamb. Where is His presence? It will come.  

 

That also serves as a fitting summary for chapter 6 as a whole. We see in this chapter the wrath 

of God beginning to be poured out on earth through the authority of the Lamb. We see the terror 

that this brings on the earth; but we are also vividly reminded of the testimony of God's people. 

As we will see repeatedly in Revelation, Satan is defeated not just through the actions of the 

Lamb, but through the servants of the Lamb. As Revelation 12:11 says so eloquently: They 

overcame [the Accuser] because of the blood of the Lamb and because of the word of their 

testimony, and they did not love their life even when faced with death. What about us? Are we 

faithful to the Word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ? Are we instruments He can use in 

His triumphs?  

 

 

Read Revelation 7 

 

The first six seals have been broken by the Lamb - we would expect that the seventh seal 

would be broken at the beginning of chapter 7. But instead, we find that John has two other 

visions before he sees the seventh seal broken in 8:1.  

 

7:1 four angels: There are so many angels who play so many different roles in Revelation. By 

this point in the book it is pretty obvious that God has a vast army of angels, deployed in many 

various ways, some of whom are prepared for very specific missions.  

 
7:1 four winds: Seems to picture judgment coming from every direction (Jeremiah 49:36).  

 

7:3 sealed: These bond-servants must be on earth (not in heaven). Why do you think it is so 

vital that they be sealed before the four angels send the four winds of judgment on the earth? 

 

Read Revelation 9:4, and note the very important explanation it gives for the meaning of 

this sealing. 

 

Read Revelation 14:1-5, and note the ways this group of 144,000 is described.  
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7:5-8 Can you think of any reasons why the specific tribes of Israel would be named here? 

 

What are the major differences between the two groups described in this chapter? (7:3-4, 9) 

 

7:10 Why would you cry out "Salvation to God"? He doesn't need to be saved! Two 

possibilities: they might be praising God as the One who saves; or they might be crying out for 

God to be victorious ("may victory be to God").  

 

7:14 A God-given explanation! But what does it mean that they "came out of" the great 

tribulation?  

 

7:14 washed their robes: while in some places the Bible describes salvation as receiving a new 

white robe, in this case the illustration is that of a dirty robe washed clean by the blood of 

Jesus. Read Revelation 1:5, Isaiah 1:18, and also the promise in Zechariah 13:1.  

 

The descriptions in 7:15-17 are very similar to Revelation 21 and 22. But is there a possible 

difference between 7:15 and 21:22? 

 

Now, based on what you have read in this chapter - and the background of chapter 6 - it's time 

for the big question:  

 who are these two groups?  

 when are these two groups? Are there any things in chapter 7 that indicate the timing, 

other than the placement between the sixth and seventh seals?  

 and why does Jesus show them to John between the 6th and 7th seals?  

Before you read on in the Guide, I would encourage to try your best at answering those 

questions for yourself, based on what you've read in Revelation 6-7. 

¤ Perspective 1: Both visions symbolically picture Christians saved during the time of the 

Roman Empire.  

¤ Perspective 2: The 144,000 symbolically picture the church as the true Israel, protected 

from God's judgment throughout the church age. The great multitude symbolically pictures 

the same group (the church) from a different perspective: the church triumphant, coming 

out of many times of tribulation during the church age.  

¤ Perspective 3: The 144,000 symbolize a perfect number of ethnic Jews who were saved 

after Pentecost, sealed by God and providentially allowed to flee Jerusalem before the 

Romans attacked and killed many of the rest of the Jews (Matthew 24:16-22). They are the 

first fruits (14:4) because they are the first Christians saved at the beginning of the church 

age. The great multitude in the rest of the chapter could describe all of those saved 

throughout the church age, who "come out of the great tribulation" in the sense that they 

were saved as a result of the final judgment of Jerusalem in AD 70 and the expansion of the 

church that followed.  

¤ Perspective 4: Whether or not the 144,000 is to be taken literally, it describes an actual 

group of ethnic Jews who will be saved during the Tribulation and protected from the 

judgments being sent on the earth (9:4). They are the first fruits (14:4) because they are the 

first believers in the Tribulation. They might be protected especially so that they can serve 
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as witnesses for the Lord during the tribulation (though that is never stated in the text, but 

implied from the theme of witness in Revelation). The second group represents others, both 

Jew and Gentile, who are saved and then die during the great tribulation, either in the 

judgments or by martyrdom. Thus they have "come out of the great tribulation" into 

heaven. They might be saved through the witness of the 144,000 Jews.  

  

If the 144,000 do represent saved ethnic Jews from the tribulation, could this be some part of 

what Paul spoke of in Romans 11:25-26?   

 

If you look back up at the comments on 6:11, you see a list of major themes associated with the 

fifth seal. Consider chapter 7 in a similar way: what major themes are represented here? 

 

How does chapter 7 provide brilliant flashes of hope in the midst of some very dark scenes in 

the surrounding chapters?  

 

 

Read Revelation 8 

 

Now we reach the seventh seal - which we would have expected at 7:1. But can you tell what 

the seventh seal actually is?  

 

8:2 the prayers of all the saints:  

 

What prayer of the saints was recorded in chapter 6?  

 

Could this scenario in 8:3-5 describe the (beginning of) the answer to that prayer?  

 

What does the phrase "all the saints" suggest? 

 

Could the exclamations in 5:12-13, 7:10, 12 be considered prayers also?  

 

What does this teach about the importance of our prayers? What does it teach about the 

timing of God's answers?  

 

The first four trumpets: 

 

How are these four judgments similar to one another? 

 

Look back over the plagues God sent upon Egypt, recorded in Exodus 7-11. Do you see 

some similarities with the first four trumpet judgments? There are also many similarities 

between these things and other Old Testament prophecies of the Day of the Lord.  

 

Wormwood was a plant associated with bitterness and death in the Old Testament. (some 

have insisted that this hints at nuclear warfare, since "chernobyl" is a Russian word for 

wormwood. Though "chernobyl" may be a plant something like wormwood, this is nothing 

but conjecture similar to Bible code-reading.) 
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The first four trumpet judgments are similar judgments described in rapid succession, much 

like the first four seals. But are there close parallels between the judgments of the four seals 

and the four trumpets - close enough to conclude that they are describing the same events 

from different perspectives? Make a chart to compare the two:  

 

 

Seals 1-4 (6:1-8) Trumpets 1-4 (8:7-12) 

1 
    

2 
    

3 
    

4 
    

 

7:13 clearly shows that the last three trumpet judgments are set apart as quite distinct from 

the first four, just as the last three seals were quite distinct. What are the last three trumpet 

judgments called? (see 9:12, 11:14) Why would the eagle sound a warning to the 

inhabitants of earth?  

 

How should we understand these four trumpet judgments in chapter 8?  

¤ Perspective 1: These judgments prophecy of the invasions that would come against the 

Roman Empire (especially the Eastern Roman Empire). They could also prophecy of the 

damage done to the church in the middle ages through ancient heretics like Pelagian or 

Arius or through the papacy.  

¤ Perspective 2: These judgments symbolize the judgments that God regularly brings upon 

mankind to warn them of His judgment and bring them back to Himself; they may also 

symbolize God's judgments on those who persecute His church. Either way, they symbolize 

events that occur repeatedly throughout the church age. 

¤ Perspective 3: These judgments are describing the same general events as the seal 

judgments - those events related to the fall of Jerusalem in the first century. Just as God 

brought judgments upon Egypt, now He is bringing those same judgments upon Israel (see 

9:8). There are many possible parallels between these first four trumpet disasters and the 

disasters brought upon Israel during the war against Rome. The historian Josephus is 

especially helpful, as he recorded dramatic storms and an earthquake before the Romans 

came; villages set on fire and trees destroyed; violent deaths that left dead bodies and blood 

on the water of the Mediterranean and Sea of Galilee; and much more. Jewish leaders were 

killed and exiled, like the heavenly bodies darkened after the fourth trumpet. So the first 

four trumpet judgments symbolize those disasters of the 1st century Jewish War.  

¤ Perspective 4: These trumpet judgments describe calamities that will be endured by the 

inhabitants of the earth during the Tribulation. Some suggest these are supernatural 

disasters sent directly by God; others suggest that they are the result of man's poor 
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stewardship, the antichrist's leadership, the abuse of technology, or modern weaponry such 

as nuclear warfare. Regardless, they picture terrible earthly events that will actually happen 

during the Tribulation, shortly before the second coming of Jesus.  

 

 

Read Revelation 9:1-12 

 

9:1 a star: Does this star sound like another heavenly object? 

 

9:1 key: Keys are important in Revelation: 1:18, 3:7, 20:1 

 

9:1 bottomless pit:  

 

literally "the pit of the abyss (abyssos)" 

 

Luke 8:31 tells us that the abyssos is apparently like a prison for demons (see also Jude 6). 

This is not the last time that we will hear about the abyssos in the Revelation.  

 

Because of the clear connection with Luke 8:31, it seems pretty clear that these creatures 

that come out of the abyss are demons, described as terrible locust/scorpion/horses.  

 

Locusts were a fearsome foe in an agricultural society; they were a plague on Egypt 

(Exodus 10), and a plague on Israel that foreshadowed the coming Day of the Lord (Joel 1).  

 

They do not kill - what do they do? To whom do they do this? For how long?  

 

9:11 Abaddon, Apollyon: both mean "destroyer"  

 

Who is this king over the demons in the abyss? It could be Satan, or "the beast" who will 

appear soon in Revelation, or another demon. That detail doesn't seem to be as important as 

the fact that the leader of these creatures is a destroyer, and the creatures are terrible 

tormentors. No wonder Satan has to disguise himself (II Cor. 11:14)! If we saw him and his 

armies in their terrible reality, we would never listen to his lies, never take his baits, never 

consider his ways. We would hate him as the murderer and destroyer that he is. Revelation 

9 helps us to see him as he truly is - and so Revelation 9 should help us hate sin and Satan! 

 

What does this great demonic horde describe, and when will these things happen? If we utilize 

the same basic perspectives as we have been using, we find:  

¤ Perspective 1: If located in the history of the Roman Empire, this section could be 

applied to several different times, but especially the Muslim campaigns in the AD 600s-

700s (they came on horses, with long hair and beards, etc.).  

¤ Perspective 2: These judgments symbolize the demonic oppressions which will come 

upon mankind with more frequency toward the end of the church age.  
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¤ Perspective 3: Jesus warned the Jews that demon possession would be "worse" for their 

"evil generation" (Matthew 12:43-45). This fifth seal describes demonic oppression of the 

Jews during the time of the 1st century Roman invasion, a time when Josephus describes 

the Jews as "inwardly tormented," tormenting one another, and "very desirous to die."   

¤ Perspective 4: This fifth seal foretells an army of demons who will torment (probably 

through demon-possession) those who have rejected God during the Great Tribulation. 

While actual demons are most likely, some have suggested that this is a literal human army 

using modern military aircraft like helicopters.  

 

If you're starting to feel overwhelmed by the details, go back and look at the outline on the first 

page of this guide. We've made it through trumpets 1-5: now we're ready for the sixth trumpet: 

 

Read Revelation 9:13-21 

 

Before we get into the details, are there close parallels between seals 5 and 6 and trumpets 5 

and 6?  

 

 

Seals 5-6 (6:9-17) Trumpets 5-6 (9:1-21) 

5 
    

6 
    

 

 

9:13 the golden altar: This altar keeps showing up! If we connect this back to 8:3-5, could this 

be a reminder that the events of this sixth trumpet are partially the answer to the prayers of the 

saints?  

 

9:14-15 the four angels: Who are these four angels? All we know is that they are bound; 

prepared by God for this exact moment; and released. What do they do when they are released? 

Do the angels turn into this vast army? Do they lead this vast army? Is this a human army, an 

angelic army, or a demonic army? We are not told.  

 

9:13 Euphrates: runs from near Syria down through Iraq to the Persian Gulf. Because of this 

reference to the Euphrates, it has often been assumed that this army comes upon Israel from the 

East. While that might be true, note that nothing in this section actually says that the army 

attacks Israel. They "kill a third of mankind" and "the rest of mankind" did not repent. Maybe 

they only attack Israel; but it sounds like they attack mankind in general.  

 

How should we understand this great army, and when will it come?  

¤ Perspective 1: This describes the fall of the Eastern Roman Empire to the Turks.   

¤ Perspective 2: Throughout the history of the church age God shakes mankind with war. 

This army symbolizes all wars, and especially those toward the end of the age.  
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¤ Perspective 3: This describes the Roman armies descending upon Jerusalem. Josephus 

and Tacitus both described a strange vision of armies in the sky before the Romans 

attacked Jerusalem. Josephus and Vespasian recorded that some of the Roman troops 

summoned against Jerusalem in the 1st century were stationed near the Euphrates.   

¤ Perspective 4: This describes a vast army which kills a third of mankind during the Great 

Tribulation.  

 

While we will not figure out every detail about this army, verses 20-21 give us some critical 

information about the spiritual condition of the people on earth during this time: 

 Note that they are worshipping demons - how startling, after the events of the fifth 

trumpet! How prone we are to return to the passing pleasures of sin, even after we have 

been stung by them. (Proverbs 26:11) 

 They are also worshipping idols. At the time when the God of the universe is displaying 

His reality most directly, they continue to worship unreal 'gods' that can do them 

absolutely no good. How idolatrous the human heart is! 

 Notice the specific sins listed in verse 21: from those things, can you discern what they 

are living for?  

 They will not repent. How stubborn the human heart is! Look up Proverbs 27:22. 

Consider also that we have here yet another parallel with the plagues on Egypt - 

remember Pharaoh's stubbornness?  

 

We are told that they would not repent in verse 20 - but this also suggests that this was another 

gracious God-given opportunity for them to repent (and chapter 7 shows us how many did 

repent during the tribulation!). 

 

 

Read Revelation 10 

 

This chapter connects Revelation very directly with the message of the Old Testament 

prophets, both by direct statement (in verse 7) and by John's symbolic action, which parallels 

very closely the action of Ezekiel (Ezekiel 2-3) and Jeremiah (Jeremiah 15).  

 

10:1 another strong angel: While this could be Jesus Himself, can you see some reasons in 

verses 1-6 to think it probably isn't Jesus?  

 

10:2 little book: Do you think this is the same book as the one in chapter 5? Why?  

 

What phrase, repeated three times, describes the angel's posture? What do you think this 

posture symbolizes? 

 

10:4 do not write them: Why would God show John something - and then tell Him not to write 

about it - yet still tell us that this happened? 

 

10:7 mystery: something previously hidden, but now (or soon) to be revealed by God.  
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When is this mystery going to be finished?  

 

According to verse 7, where can we find the contents of this mystery? 

 

Skip ahead and read Revelation 11:15-18. Based on those verses, what do you think is the 

mystery that was preached through the prophets but is now being finished by God?  

 

10:8-11 While there is disagreement about the contents of this little book, it seems fairly 

simple to understand the book as containing the mystery about which the angel just spoke: the 

mystery about which John is about to prophecy in the chapters that follow. This book contains 

the description of the end, the final fulfillment of God's promises through the prophets, the 

things that will unfold in Revelation 11-22.  

 

Why would those things be both bitter and sweet for John? Though we are not given 

revelatory visions like John, we are ambassadors with God's message, His Word and the 

gospel. How is that message both sweet and bitter for us?  

 

Many have suggested that what comes next may be the single most difficult section of 

Revelation. Before you read on, maybe you could stop and pray that God might give you a right 

heart and perspective on His Word.  

 

 

Read Revelation 11:1-14  

 

Before we talk about any of the possible interpretations of this chapter, it is very important for 

you to consider the important themes here. For all that might be confusing, what is clear? What 

themes which we have seen previously in Revelation show up again in this chapter?  

 

Surely some portions of Revelation 11:1-14 are symbolic (see verses 4, 8). But which portions? 

If it is all or nearly all symbolic, the suggested interpretations vary wildly: 

 

 the temple represents the true church during the Reformation; the court represents the 

corrupt papacy (or the trampling by the papacy). 

 the temple represents the true temple of God among the Jews (i.e., the saved Jews) 

which was preserved though the physical temple itself and Jerusalem were destroyed in 

the 1st century. 

 the 42 months corresponds to the time of Nero's persecution of the Christians in the 

first century.  

 the temple symbolizes the true believers during the tribulation, while the courtyard is 

literally Jerusalem trampled under the antichrist. 

 the measuring of the temple's worshippers symbolizes the spiritual, but not physical, 

protection of true believers during the great tribulation.  

 the temple is a literal temple rebuilt in Jerusalem before or during the tribulation; the 

temple and the city will be trampled by the antichrist and his armies, though God will 

protect His people.   
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 the temple symbolizes the true church throughout the church age, while the trampling 

of the outer court pictures how the world influences the true Christians or professing 

Christians.  

 

You can probably see why this is one of the most difficult sections of Revelation! And we 

haven't even talked yet about the two witnesses: 

 

 Are these two literal human beings? If so, there are many questions. For example, does 

fire literally flow out of their mouths, or is this symbolic of God's Word, like Jeremiah 

5:14? If these things are literal, they are extremely unusual - no people in history had 

power like this.  

 Are these two symbolic of some group of people? If so, there are many other questions. 

For example, why does the chapter describe so specifically their death, the location of 

their bodies, their non-burial, the exact timing of their resurrection, etc.? If this is 

symbolic, it is a very specific and highly detailed symbol.  

 

There are also questions related to the timing: do the 42 months / 1260 days describe a literal 

time period in the first century, such as the persecutions under Nero or the oppression by 

Antiochus Epiphanes, a literal time period during the tribulation (either the first or second half 

of the seven years), or are they symbolic of some other period of time (such as the church age 

or the Reformation)?  

 

As difficult as these questions are, you can probably see that the perspective you will take 

regarding chapter 11 has been determined long before you arrive at this chapter. If you are 

viewing the central section of Revelation as a symbol of the fall of Rome - or a description of 

the fall of Jerusalem - or a symbol of the church age - or a description of tribulation events - 

then you will interpret chapter 11 accordingly.  

 

From the perspective taken in this study guide, Revelation 11 describes events of the Great 

Tribulation in the city of Jerusalem (verse 8). The measuring of the temple, especially of those 

who worship in it, may signify that a true remnant of worshippers remains (I Kings 19:18;  

maybe specifically among the Jews), despite the terrible "treading" of Jerusalem through the 

antichrist. The two witnesses are probably literal human beings. In a spectacular way, God 

places His ambassadors right in the heart of Jerusalem during earth's most critical hour, and no 

one can harm them until their mission is completed.    

 

But what is most important is to see and understand the themes that have been developing 

through the first 10 chapters of Revelation which continue to be developed in this chapter. 

What do we learn from the fact:  

 that the witnesses cannot die until they have "finished" their testimony? 

 that the ungodly turn their death into a holiday? 

 that their enemies watched them ascend into heaven?  

 that the enemies ultimately "give glory to the God of heaven"? 
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Read Revelation 11:15-19 

 

Look one more time at the outline on the first page of this Reader's Guide. Also, read again 

9:12, 10:5-7, and 11:14.  

 

First of all, let's talk about the timing. You see that the verb tenses in these verses are past: "has 

become," "have taken," "Your wrath came," etc. We would expect this description to come at 

the end of Revelation 19 or 20, but not all the way back here in chapter 11! How can these 

things already be accomplished?  

 One possibility is that Revelation describes the same events in several different ways, 

so that "the end" is described several times in Revelation. In other words, Revelation 

actually has "cycles" in it, or sections which overlap with one another. For example,  

6:12-17 and 11:15-18 and 19:11-21 might all describe the same end in different ways.  

 Another possibility is that the early chapters of Revelation describe the 1st century fall 

of Jerusalem, while the later chapters (beginning in 12 or 13) describe the fall of Rome 

(either historical Rome or spiritual 'Rome' in the end times).  

[Before we move on, we need to note that for those who look at Revelation from 

the perspective of 1st century events, 11:15 is a key description of the arrival of 

Christianity as a conquering world religion. Not until God's final judgment on the 

Jews in AD 70 did "the kingdom of the world become the kingdom of our Lord 

and of His Christ." In other words, the church was born not just through the day 

of Pentecost but also through the final defeat of Judaism. This is described in 

Revelation 11:15-18.] 

 It is probably most likely that the past tense is used here to emphasize the certainty of 

something that is about to happen. This might be similar to Romans 8:29-30, where 

Paul uses the past tense to describe the certainty of the chain of events in our salvation, 

or Mark 11:24 Therefore I say to you, all things for which you pray and ask, believe 

that you have received them. Though these things have not all happened yet, they are 

spoken of in the past tense because they are certain. If this is correct, then this means 

that with the arrival of the seventh trumpet, the final events have begun and are certain.  

 

Now that we've looked at some of the challenges related to the timing of 11:15-18, we are 

ready to meditate on the content of this heavenly message. This is a powerful summary of the 

final events in this world's history.  

 

What are those events? Can you make a list, based on these verses? 

 

What does it mean for the kingdom of this world to become the kingdom of God (for God 

to "begin to reign," verse 17)? 

 

Why do the elders use the two-fold description "who are and who were" instead of the 

three-fold description we saw in 1:8 and 4:8? 

 

Why is reward promised to "the small and the great"? Who would those categories 

describe?  
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Who are those who "destroy the earth"? 

 

Stop and rejoice! Turn these things into a prayer of praise to your God!  

 

Verse 19 seems to be a transitional verse that leads into chapter 12. We'll discuss it in the next 

section of the Reader's Guide.  

 

 

 

 

 


